Introduction
Compelling evidence suggests that dietary intakes directly influence colorectal cancer (CRC) risk. Initial observations that CRC incidence is not ubiquitous worldwide, with incidence rates varying up to twenty-five fold between populations (Parkin et al., 2005) , indicate the large degree to which this cancer type is influenced by diet and environment. Additionally, observations that migration of individuals confers rapid (within one generation) adoption of the CRC incidence of the host population (Boyle & Langman, 2000; McMichael & Giles, 1988) , suggest that dietary and environmental factors determine the risk of colorectal neoplasia to a degree similar to, or in excess of, genetic predisposition. As diagnosis and treatment of CRC have improved, the study of the pathogenesis of colorectal neoplasia has increased. The most frequent precursor of CRC is the adenoma. As a proportion of adenomas, those of large size, with villous architecture and high grade dysplasia often progress to invasive adenocarcinoma, and this progression is associated with accumulation of mutations and other genetic and epigenetic changes. In the effort to understand the mechanisms and causes of colorectal cancer development, molecular genetic analyses have identified a variety of molecular changes and protein targets involved in colorectal tumourigenesis. The greater understanding of genetic, epigenetic and expression changes that occur during the development and progression of CRC has shown that these neoplasms do not comprise a single disease. Instead, colorectal cancers comprise a collection of distinct and independent neoplastic pathways, such as those pathways displaying chromosomal instability (CIN), microsatellite instability (MSI) or gene promoter activity changes due to the epigenetic phenomenon of methylation at CG dinucleotides (referred to as CIMP: CpG island methylation phenotype, whereby CpG describes dinoculeotides of cytosine and guanosine, separated by the characteristic phosphate group in the DNA structure). Each pathway subtype is characterised by individual genetic and molecular characteristics (Poulogiannis, Ichimura, Hamoudi, Luo, Leung, Yuen, Harrison, Wyllie & Arends, 2010; Poulogiannis, McIntyre, Dimitriadi, Apps, Wilson, Ichimura, Luo, Cantley, Wyllie, Adams & Arends, 2010) . Dietary constituents have been studied in relation to the major genetic and molecular changes occurring in CRC development, including alterations in the proto-oncogenes, K-RAS and BRAF and the tumour suppressor genes p53 and APC. Many studies have analysed a wide variety of dietary components in an effort to elucidate which, if any, dietary constituents may contribute to their mutation in CRC progression. Furthermore, in addition to these genetic lesions, the epigenetic phenomenon of CIMP and MSI have similarly been analysed in relation to dietary constituents. This review is intended to summarise the currently available literature describing the associations between the molecular genetic changes seen most prevalently in colorectal cancer and dietary intakes. This report does not attempt to assess dietary associations with total CRC incidence. The objective is to highlight consensus observations, where several sources of data exist, suggestive of causative or protective effects of dietary constituents regarding specific molecular genetic changes frequently observed in colorectal neoplasia. Throughout, an emphasis is placed on the number of cases analysed in individual studies, but notably absent are descriptions of odds ratios, hazard ratios or p-values. Throughout, all associations discussed are statistically significant (all p 0.05). However, due to the varying methodology of data collection and statistical analysis across studies, the inclusion of differing variables in adjusted models and the lack of consensus regarding the degree to which analyses should be adjusted following multiple statistical tests, detailed statistical aspects are not discussed. In order for an assessment to be made of the potential statistical power of each analysis, the number of cases involved in each study is instead highlighted when a statistically significant association is discussed. Full details of all statistical analyses can be found in the original reports, referenced in the text and listed at the end of the chapter. Fig. 1 . RAS, RAF and the MAPK signalling pathway: frequently perturbed in colorectal neoplasms. Initially, RAS is inactive in a RAS-GTP bound state. I: Initiation of signalling through the MAPK pathway occurs at the plasma membrane. Upon extracellular ligand binding to membrane receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK), such as epidermal growth factor binding to the epidermal growth factor receptor (IA), receptor conformational change gives rise to receptor autophosphorylation. Subsequently, src-homology 2 (SH2) domains present in the GRB2 adaptor protein bind the phosphate moieties on the activated receptor (IB). Src-homology 3 (SH3) domains in GRB2 bind proline-rich motifs present in son of sevenless (SOS), localising SOS to the inner surface of the plasma membrane. SOS, a guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) interacts with RAS proteins, catalysing the exchange of GDP for GTP, thus activating RAS to a RAS-GTP state (IC). II: Upon activation, RAS phosphorylates cytosolic RAF. The resulting activation of RAF in turn phosphorylates cytosolic MEK, which then phosphorylates ERK, leading to induction and repression of distinct transcription programmes, promoting cell proliferation and modulating cell death by apoptosis, among other processes. The vast majority of mutations in the K-RAS or BRAF genes are in distinct hotspot regions: K-RAS at codons 12 and 13, and also, but much more infrequently at codons 61 and 146 (Forbes et al., 2008) . Additionally, mutations observed at lower prevalences at other sites in the gene have been described and their functional significance determined (Naguib, Wilson, Adams & Arends, 2011) . Mutations in BRAF occur most frequently at codons 463-468 and codon 600 (Forbes et al., 2008) . Activating mutations in the K-RAS and BRAF genes render their protein products constitutively active, leading to increased transduction through this signalling axis. Additionally, mutationally active K-RAS can also propogate signalling through other pathways, including the PI3K/AKT axis. Luo, Poulogiannis, Ye, Hamoudi, Zhang, Dong & Arends, 2011) . K-RAS mutations are observed 20-50% of sporadic human CRC and BRAF mutations are observed in 5-15% of CRC (Forbes et al., 2008) . The high frequencies at which K-RAS and BRAF mutations are observed in CRC has prompted several analyses of dietary intakes in relation to these genetic lesions.
K-RAS mutation and meat consumption
Specific types of meat consumption have been identified as associated with general CRC incidence (Norat et al., 2005; Santarelli et al., 2008) with plausible mechanisms postulated as to the manner in which these consumptions may influence colorectal carcinogenesis . Consequently, several studies have attempted to identify
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The Molecular Genetic Events in Colorectal Cancer and Diet www.intechopen.com the nature of these associations in relation to K-RAS mutations. Some reports have identified associations with meat consumption and K-RAS mutation, although not all. A single study analysing 390 K-RAS wildtype and 218 K-RAS mutated CRC identified an increased consumption of beef with higher incidence of K-RAS wildtype colonic cancers . In this same report, a reduction in pork consumption was found to be linked to reduced frequency of both colonic and rectal cancers harbouring mutated K-RAS. Another report, assessing K-RAS mutations and diet in 155 K-RAS wildtype and 41 K-RAS mutated CRC, identified an increased white meat consumption associated with higher incidence of K-RAS mutated CRC (Naguib et al., 2010) . Although positive associations were identified in these two analyses, there appears to be little consistency between these independent findings. The report by Naguib and colleagues also analysed red and processed meat consumption in relation to mutation status and found no statistically significant association between the two, although, beef consumption was not tested independently of other meat types, as in the report by Brink and co-workers. The study by Naguib and colleagues did not test pork consumption in isolation: this meat type was included in the 'red' or 'processed' meat categories. Similarly, Brink and coworkers did not identify an association between white meat and increased incidence of K-RAS mutations. This analysis tested the consumption of chicken in isolation, not in a combined 'white meat' category containing other meat types, such as turkey etc. Notwithstanding the identified statistically significant associations between meat consumption and K-RAS mutation status described above, the majority of studies which have attempted to address this question have failed to identify any link between meat intake and the mutation status of this gene. An analysis testing 67 K-RAS wildtype and 39 K-RAS mutated CRC assessed animal protein intake and found no link between this and K-RAS mutation status (Bautista et al., 1997) although clearly, 'animal protein' as a variable makes no distinction between meat types and is an assessment of protein, not animal product, consumption. A large analysis testing 971 K-RAS wildtype and 457 K-RAS mutated CRC (Slattery et al., 2000) identified no assocaition between total K-RAS mutations and meat intake. A small study (28 wildtype, 15 mutated rectal cancers) failed to identify an association between red meat intake and K-RAS mutation (O'Brien et al., 2000) . An assessment of a larger cohort of rectal cancers (535 K-RAS wildtype and 215 K-RAS mutated) corroborated this observation of lack of association with red meat intake and rectal cancer . In addition to colorectal cancers, pre-cancerous adenomas have also been tested in order to identify dietary assocaitions with K-RAS mutation status in the early stages of colorectal neoplasia. An assessment of 558 K-RAS wildtype and 120 K-RAS mutated adenomas failed to identify an association between red meat intake and mutation status (Martínez et al., 1999) . Another study, testing 453 K-RAS wildtype and 81 K-RAS mutated adenomas also failed to identify a statistically significant association between red meat, processed meat or poultry and K-RAS mutation status (Wark et al., 2006) . Published reports assessing K-RAS mutation status in CRC in relation to meat intakes provide limited evidence to suggest that total K-RAS mutations are either positively or negatively associated with meat consumption. The majority of studies have categorised meat types according to shared properties (such as haem content or preservation methods) and have generally failed to identify links between these groups and K-RAS mutation status. It is Table 1 . Summarised description of literature analysing K-RAS mutations in colorectal neoplasms (case numbers provided) in relation to dietary intakes and the statistically significant findings described. WT: wildtype, CRC: colorectal cancer, RC: rectal cancer, MUFA: monunsaturated fatty acid, PUFA: polyunsaturated fatty acid, ↑ and ↓ denote an increase or decrease in consumption respectively. plausible that if specific meat types, as suggested in at least one study , are linked to the incidence of K-RAS mutated CRC, that grouping of meat types together may have failed to identify associations where they existed. However, in practical terms, it should be noted that similarities in the composition of meat types, such as in terms of haem content, a postulated carcinogen intermediate , justify a grouping of types in order to minimise multiple statistical testing and to test consumption levels large enough to be likely to affect bowel carcinogenesis. Several reports have analysed the relationship between base changes at specific positions in the K-RAS gene, types of mutations (i.e. transition versus transversion) or specific types of base changes (i.e. G→A) in relation to meat intakes. It is entirely plausible that the nature of the mutation, not the gene in which it arises, is linked to dietary constituents. However, due to the very limited number of studies instigated with objectives of such an analysis, and the often low numbers of different mutation subgroups existent in the studies which do attempt such an assessment rendering lower statistical power, such analyses are not discussed in this review.
K-RAS mutation and folate consumption
Several studies have described an association between folate intake and the prevalence of K-RAS mutations in CRC. A report analysing 390 K-RAS wildtype and 218 K-RAS mutated CRC identified an increased consumption of folate associated with a reduced prevalence of K-RAS mutated rectal, but not colonic, cancers in males only (Brink, Weijenberg, de Goeij, Roemen, Lentjes, de Bruïne, van Engeland, Goldbohm & van den Brandt, 2005) . Testing in this study demonstrated that in the male participants of this cohort, increased intake of folate was linked to reduced prevalence of rectal cancer incidence, however, this link, when considering mutation status, seemed only to reduce the risk of K-RAS mutated rectal cancers. A large analysis of colorectal adenomas (558 wildtype, 120 K-RAS mutated) also identified increased folate intake associated with a reduced incidence of K-RAS mutation (Martínez et al., 1999) . However, in addition to these positive associations in relatively large cohorts, several other studies have failed to identify a link between folate intake and K-RAS mutation status in
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The Molecular Genetic Events in Colorectal Cancer and Diet www.intechopen.com colorectal neoplasms. Reports describing the testing of 67 K-RAS wildtype and 39 K-RAS mutated CRC (Bautista et al., 1997) , 68 K-RAS wildtype, 49 K-RAS mutated CRC (Laso et al., 2004) , 155 K-RAS wildtype, 41 K-RAS mutated CRC (Naguib et al., 2010) , 427 K-RAS wildtype, 242 K-RAS mutated CRC (Schernhammer, Giovannuccci, Fuchs & Ogino, 2008) , 971 K-RAS wildtype 457 K-RAS mutated CRC (Slattery et al., 2000) and 453 K-RAS wildtype, 81 K-RAS mutated adenomas (Wark et al., 2006) failed to identify folate intake as associated with K-RAS mutation status. Increased consumption of folate offering some degree of protection against K-RAS mutation was observed in two independent studies. The failure to confirm this link in many other reports may potentially be explained several ways. Firstly, many of the studies described which identified no link between K-RAS mutation and folate intake contained relatively few mutated samples (<100). It is plausible that in these instances too few cases were analysed to detect any association, although this does not explain the studies which failed to identify a link using relatively large sample sets (Schernhammer, Giovannuccci, Fuchs & Ogino, 2008; Slattery et al., 2000) . Secondly, some dietary constituents have been described to affect folate utilisation, such as alcohol (Eichholzer et al., 2001; Freudenheim et al., 1991) . It may be possible that the protective effect of folate against K-RAS mutation is only prevalent in the context of certain dietary patterns, possibly explaining why associations are not observed in all epidemiological studies. Finally, Martinez and colleagues identified an increased protective effect against K-RAS mutation as provided by supplement derived intake relative to natural dietary intake of this macronutrient (Martínez et al., 1999) . The nature of folate consumption, i.e. bioavailablilty, may also determine the degree to which it offers a protective effect in colorectal carcinogenesis. Although not observed in every analysis, increased intake of folate is associated with a reduced prevalence of total CRC incidence, which is observed in approximately half of the analyses testing this link (Eichholzer et al., 2001) . It is probable, that at least to a limited degree and in certain circumstances, that this may be due to the ability of folate to protect against K-RAS mutation during development of colorectal neoplasia.
K-RAS mutation and fat consumption
Consumption of several forms of fat intake have been described to affect the prevalence of K-RAS mutations in CRC. However, there is no consensus in the literature to date, regarding both the manner of the association and type of fat involved. Independent studies have identified monounsaturated fatty acid (MUFA) consumption as associated with the prevalence of K-RAS mutations in CRC. One report, analysing 67 K-RAS wildtype and 39 K-RAS mutated CRC, identified an increased MUFA consumption as linked to an increased prevalence of K-RAS mutated CRC (Bautista et al., 1997) . MUFA, mostly derived from olive oil in this population, reduced the risk of CRC harbouring wildtype K-RAS, but offered no protection against K-RAS mutated cancers. However, contradictory findings of an increased MUFA consumption being associated with a higher prevalence of K-RAS wildtype neoplasia in a study assessing adenomas (453 wildtype, 81 mutated) (Wark et al., 2006) challenges the observation made by Bautista and co-workers. Other published reports have failed to identify any link between K-RAS mutation status and MUFA intake (Brink et al., 2004; Laso et al., 2004; Naguib et al., 2010; Slattery et al., 2000; .
In addition to these observations, one report describes an increase in polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), specifically linoleic acid, as associated with increased prevalence of K-RAS mutated colonic, but not rectal, cancers (Brink et al., 2004) . However, this association with PUFA has not been identifed in any other report (Bautista et al., 1997; Laso et al., 2004; Naguib et al., 2010; Slattery et al., 2000; Wark et al., 2006) . Taken together, the published data describing the association of dietary fats with K-RAS mutations have failed to identify a convincing association, and have generated conflicting results. Presently, the evidence suggesting that the K-RAS mutation status of colorectal neoplasia may be affected by fat intakes is weak: the limited data available suggest that the mutation status of this gene is largely independent of this dietary consumption. It should be noted however, that although fat intake itself is probably not associated with this mutation type, increased body mass index (BMI), which may be associated with fat intake, is associated with overall CRC risk.
K-RAS mutation and other dietary constituents
The mutation status of K-RAS in CRC has also been linked to several other dietary variables in addition to meat, folate and fat. Testing of 971 K-RAS wildtype and 457 K-RAS mutated CRC identified an increased risk of K-RAS mutations with reduced consumption of cruciferous vegetables (Slattery et al., 2000) . Another analysis of rectal cancers (535 wildtype, 215 mutated) identified a reduced incidence of K-RAS mutated rectal cancers with increased vegetable and fibre intake . Although corroborative, these two analyses were performed on the same test cohort and are yet to be identified in other independent populations. In this cohort at least, the data of Slattery and colleagues suggest that increased vegetable intake reduced the prevalence of K-RAS mutations in CRC, with an overt association identified in rectally located neoplasia. Increased vitamin B2 intake has been identified to reduce the prevalence of adenomas harbouring K-RAS mutations. In an analysis of 453 K-RAS mutated and 81 K-RAS wildtype pre-cancerous adenomas an inverse association suggested a protective effect against K-RAS mutated adenomas. This protection was not found in relation to the prevalence of K-RAS wildtype adenomas (Wark et al., 2006) . This association has not been identified in cohorts testing colorectal cancers. Some dietary intakes have been repeatedly tested with no link to the prevalence of K-RAS mutation in CRC having been identified, notably alcohol. Many studies have included assessment of this dietary factor, with some studies analysing alcohol consumption independent of any other dietary factors (Bongaerts et al., 2006) . In summary, current literature describing the assessment of K-RAS mutation status in colorectal neoplasia has identified many associations with dietary intakes (summarised in Table 1 ). Very few of these associations have been repeatedly identified in independent cohorts, making assessment of their general validity challenging. Presently, few dietary components seem to be strongly linked to K-RAS mutation status in CRC across many populations, environments and genetic backgrounds. Furthermore, it is problematic to directly compare different studies. Other than folate, which has been described by the World Cancer Research Fund as having a 'limited' protective effect against CRC, which may impart this limited protection through reduced prevalence of K-RAS mutation, there is a lack of strong 
BRAF mutations and dietary associations
Relative to K-RAS, far fewer data exist describing the association between BRAF mutations in CRC and dietary influences. A prospective study involving 186 colorectal cancers, of which 29 harboured BRAF mutations, analysing meat, fruit and vegetable, fat, vitamin and macronutrient intakes identified no potential dietary associations with BRAF mutation in CRC (Naguib et al., 2010) . Other analyses have centred on analysing dietary constituents which may act as methyl group donors, such as folate, or vitamins, such as B6 and B2, which function as co-factors in the pathway responsible for DNA methylation (de Vogel et al., 2008; Kim, 2005) . Based on observations that BRAF mutation has been linked previously to the CIMP phenotype (Lee et al., 2008; Samowitz et al., 2005; Velho et al., 2008) and has been linked to 60-80% of CRC demonstrating the highest levels of CIMP with concurrent MSI (Kambara et al., 2004; Samowitz et al., 2005) , this mutation type may be influenced by dietary factors thought to influence DNA methylation. One such analysis used data and tissue samples from 648 individuals, of which 101 harboured CRC with mutations in the BRAF gene. This report identified a positive association between BRAF mutation in males and the highest tertile of folate consumption (de Vogel et al., 2008) . This same report also identified an inverse correlation between methionine intake, as well as no association between vitamin B2 and alcohol consumption and BRAF mutations in the male portion of the cohort. In the female cohort members, no dietary consumptions were identified which were associated with BRAF mutations. An additional assessment of 86 BRAF mutated and 300 BRAF wildtype colonic cancers failed to identify an association between alcohol, folate, vitamins B6 and B12 or methionine consumption and BRAF mutation status (Schernhammer et al., 2011) . Another study population, of which 1108 cases of CRC were assessed for the presence of BRAF mutations, identified no associations between the 114 cancers harbouring this genetic lesion and intake of either vitamins B6, B12, folate, methionine or fibre consumptions, when compared with non-cancerous controls (Slattery et al., 2007) . Similarly, the determination of BRAF mutation status in 189 CRC cases in another study cohort identified no associations between mutations in this gene and plasma levels of folate, vitamin B12 and homocysteine (Van Guelpen et al., 2010) . At present, few analyses of dietary intake in relation to the incidence of BRAF mutations in CRC have been attempted, and the majority of the limited data which do exist generally fail to identify strong associations between CRC harbouring BRAF mutations and any dietary constituent. In only one study to date, limited, sex specific dietary associations with BRAF mutation have been identified (de Vogel et al., 2008) , but these observations are yet to be validated and corroborated in other studies. The lack of identification of any of dietary component associated with BRAF mutation in CRC may have several causes. Primarily, only one study, analysing a very limited number of BRAF mutated tumours (n=29) has attempted a broad analysis of many dietary factors (Naguib et al., 2010) . The remaining limited data has involved anlaysis of only a selected spectrum of dietary components hypothesised to be involved in the DNA methylation process. The limited scope of these studies in terms of dietary factors tested does not exclude the possibility that other dietary factors may be associated with BRAF mutated CRC. Secondly, BRAF is identified at higher frequency in CRC demonstrating CIMP and MSI. Definitive evidence is yet to be provided describing the order in which tumours displaying CIMP and MSI acquire these instabilities and when BRAF mutations are acquired during progression. It is plausible that mutation in the BRAF gene is secondary to the acquisition of these global genomic alterations. As such, the question of diet and any relationships with this mutation may be redundant, if following the acquisition of CIMP and MSI status, BRAF mutation may arise independent of dietary influences. Thirdly, the limited number of studies available addressing the question of dietary associations and BRAF mutation may be too few in number to identify any dietary associations with this lesion, or, the majority of the studies performed are correct and that in this instance, dietary components do not affect the prevalence of BRAF mutations in CRC.
p53 mutations in colorectal cancer
The p53 tumour suppressor gene is the most commonly mutated gene in all human cancers, mutated in approximately 50% of human malignancies, including 50-60% of CRC (Forbes et al., 2008) . Subsequent to its activation following DNA damage, oxidative stress or other cellular insults, wildtype p53 protein accumulates in the cell nucleus and acts as a transcription factor, capable of activating and suppressing transcription programmes leading to cell cycle arrest, DNA damage repair and apoptosis (Aylon & Oren, 2011; Bourdon et al., 2003) . As such, perturbation of the normal role of p53 is highly selected for in cancer cells. The high prevalence of p53 mutation in CRC, notably in later stage cancers, has led to various studies of mutations of this gene in the context of dietary consumptions.
p53 mutations and dietary associations
Mutations in the p53 gene have been linked to a variety of dietary intakes. Low folate and vitamin B6 intakes have been linked to p53 over-expressing cancers . This report, analysing 143 p53 over-expressing and 256 colonic cancers demonstrating low or absent p53 expression used an immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis to assess p53 accumulation following mutation. p53 over-expression or accumulation is the result of reduced protein degradation, mostly due to point mutations in the p53 gene, greatly increasing the half-life of the gene's protein product (Melhem et al., 1995) . This fast method of assessment of a range of activating p53 mutations should be interpreted with some caution however, as less commonly observed mutations giving rise to truncated protein, such as those introducing premature stop codons, are not identified using this method. The observation linking low folate intake to an increased prevalence of cancers of the colon exhibiting over-expression of p53 is yet to be corroborated. Two reports using DNA sequencing, testing 62 p53 mutated and 123 p53 wildtype CRC (Park et al., 2010) and 686 p53 mutated and 772 p53 wildtype colonic cancers (Slattery et al., 2002) , identified no link between p53 status and folate intakes. Little or no apparent other data exist describing vitamin B6 intakes and possible relationships with p53 mutation status. Specific meat intakes have been linked to p53 mutation status in several independent studies. One report by Park and colleagues identified an increased consumption of red and total meat (all types, including poultry) as associated with increased prevalence of p53 mutations in CRC, however, this was only present in advanced stage CRC (Dukes' C or D), not in those of less advanced stages (Dukes' A or B) (Park et al., 2010) . In addition to this, an assessment by
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Slattery and co-workers identified high glycaemic load, increased red meat, increased fast food and increased trans fatty acid intakes as associated with increased prevalence of p53 mutations in colonic cancers (Slattery et al., 2002) . These two independent studies suggest that red meat in particular may promote mutations in p53 in neoplasia of the large intestine. However, these data do not completely overlap: the study by Park and colleagues only found this association in advanced stage cancers and the report by Slattery and co-workers assessed only colonic, not rectal cancers. Opposed to the above observations of meat intakes promoting p53 mutations in CRC, an IHC based analysis (73 p53 over-expressing, 90 p53 absent CRC) identified increased beef consumption as associated with reduced prevalence of p53 over-expressing cancers (Freedman et al., 1996) . Further data are needed to evaluate the potential association of meat, and meat types, with p53 mutations in CRC, with particular emphasis on cancer location and stage. In a study of colonic cancers assessing both p53 expression and p53 gene mutations, total and saturated fats were identified as linked to tumours not over-expressing p53 or harbouring gene mutations (Voskuil et al., 1999) . Of the 185 colonic cancers tested in this study, 81 displayed p53 overexpression by IHC, of which 59 were found to harbour mutations in the sequenced region (exons 5-8) of these cancers. Mutations in p53 were not found to be linked to total fat intake in other reports assessing either CRC as a general subgroup (Park et al., 2010) or rectal cancers in particular ). An analysis of 340 p53 mutated and 410 p53 wildtype rectal cancers reported an increased consumption of vegetables, whole grains and fibre associated with reduced prevalence of p53 mutation . Conversely, a high intake of refined grains was found to increase the prevalence of rectal cancer harbouring p53 mutations. Increased intakes of cruciferous vegetables have also been described to be associated with reduced prevalence of p53 over-expressing CRC (73 p53 over-expressing CRC, 90 p53 absent CRC) (Freedman et al., 1996) . The observation of increased vegetable intakes associated with reduced frequency of p53 mutations in CRC was not observed in another study analysing general CRC (Park et al., 2010) . Fibre was not observed to be associated with a protective effect in analyses combining colonic and rectal cancers (Park et al., 2010) or assessing colonic cancers in isolation (Slattery et al., 2002; Voskuil et al., 1999) . Alcohol intakes and p53 mutation status in CRC have been assessed in several reports. A study analysing 340 p53 mutated and 410 p53 wildtype rectal cancers identified increased beer consumption as being associated with higher prevalence of p53 mutations when compared with non-beer drinkers . No associations between alcohol intakes and p53 mutation status have been identified in several analyses of colonic cancers Voskuil et al., 1999) , however, neither of these studies assessed specific alcoholic beverages, just total alcohol intake. Total alcohol intake was found to be linked to increased prevalence of p53 mutations in CRC of advanced Dukes' stage (C and D), but not in CRC of less advanced stage (Dukes' A or B) (Park et al., 2010) . Another report analysing Dukes' stage C cancers by IHC (42 p53 over-expressing CRC, 65 p53 absent CRC) did not identify total alcohol intake as linked to p53 expression status (Zhang et al., 1995) . Presently, the limited data on p53 mutation status in CRC and dietary intakes are inconsistent. As a result, several consumptions have been linked to p53 mutation status but none have been corroborated by other studies performing a similar assessment in an independent cohort.
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Further evidence is needed to substantiate these isolated observations. Future studies should focus on the analysis of the potential association of vegetable and meat intakes in relation to p53 status as several data exist suggesting a possible link between these intakes and p53 aberrations, although contrary observations have been published.
APC mutations in colorectal cancer
The adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene is one of the most frequently mutated genes in colorectal cancer (Sjöblom et al., 2006; Wood et al., 2007) , with some studies reporting 50-80% of CRC harbouring mutations in this gene (Forbes et al., 2008) . The majority of mutations identified in CRC in the APC gene are located in exon 15 in the central third of the coding sequence, the mutation cluster region, which corresponds to the β-catenin-binding region of the protein (Goss & Groden, 2000) . Mutations in APC most frequently result in truncation of the protein, corresponding with a reduction in the ability of APC to bind β-catenin ( Figure  2 ). In addition to its role as a modulator of WNT pathway signalling, APC also has a role in mitosis and cytokinesis: cells harbouring truncated APC undergo abnormal chromosomal segregation and may develop aneuploidy (Ceol et al., 2007) . Wildtype APC functions as a regulator of apoptosis, differentiation and migration and functions during cell division (Ceol et al., 2007; Fodde et al., 2001; Goss & Groden, 2000) . Although mutations in other genes, such as p53, may be almost as frequent as those in APC in CRC, APC mutations seem to be particularly prevalent from the earliest stages of CRC initiation and progression. Dysplastic aberrant crypt foci (ACF), monocryptal or oligocryptal adenomas, which are the lesions considered to be the earliest forms of colorectal neoplasia, frequently display APC mutations (Jen et al., 1994) and can develop into CRC through the adenoma-carcinoma sequence (Suehiro & Hinoda, 2008; Takayama et al., 1998) . Intriguingly, the more frequently occurring heteroplastic ACF, which possess limited, if any, potential to develop to malignancy, very rarely harbour APC mutations but frequently exhibit K-RAS mutations (Jen et al., 1994) . These data suggest that initiating genetic lesions in CRC determine malignant potential, and that if the initial mutations occur in the APC gene, there is a high probability of subsequent adenoma formation. In concordance with observations in dysplastic ACF, APC mutations are very frequently observed in colorectal adenomas (Kinzler & Vogelstein, 1996) and when inherited as germline APC mutations allow formation of hundreds of colorectal adenomas in the Familial Adenomatous Polyposis Coli syndrome. Hence, there have been several analyses of APC mutations in CRC relation to dietary intakes, with the purpose of identifying links between this early genetic lesion and dietary carcinogens.
APC mutations and dietary associations
APC mutations have been linked to several dietary constituents. One report, analysing 121 APC wildtype and 63 APC mutated colonic cancers, identified alcohol as inversely associated with APC mutated and positively associated with APC wildtype cancers (Diergaarde, van Geloof, van Muijen, Kok & Kampman, 2003) . Additionally, red meat, fish and fat, notably unsaturated fat, were shown to be associated with development of APC mutated colonic cancers. Conversely, another report assessing 347 APC wildtype CRC and 184 APC mutated CRC identified increased consumption of saturated fat, but not unsaturated fats, as associated with APC mutated rectal cancers (Weijenberg et al., 2007) . Furthermore, the analysis by
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The Molecular Genetic Events in Colorectal Cancer and Diet www.intechopen.com In the absence of WNT signal, free β-catenin is bound by APC, in a complex with axin/conductin and glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β) and this complex acts as a scaffold, bringing β-catenin into close proximity with GSK3β. This results in GSK3β mediated phosphorylation of β catenin. B: Phosphorylated β-catenin is recognised by the SCF complex and is polyubiquitinated. C: Polyubiquitinated β-catenin is recognised by the proteasome and degraded. In the absence of WNT signalling, β-catenin is largely degraded, thus preventing β-catenin nuclear accumulation and subsequent co-activation of transcription programs. Upon binding of WNT ligand to membrane-located receptors, a subsequent signalling cascade prevents formation of the APC-axin-conductin-GSK3β complex. As a result, β-catenin avoids degradation and can translocate to the nucleus where it co-activates transcription of target genes, such as c-myc.
Weijenberg and co-workers identified specific types of APC wildtype CRC (i.e. those harbouring K-RAS mutations and showing no loss of MLH1 expression [see 2.4.2]) as being linked to increased intake of linoleic acid, a polyunsaturated fatty acid. A further study has identified increased consumption of folate associated with reduced prevalence of APC wildtype colonic cancer, but increased prevalence of APC mutated colonic cancers in males (de Vogel et al., 2006) . These associations were not observed in rectal cancers of men or in either colonic or rectal female cancer cases. This analysis, studying 347 APC wildtype CRC and 182 APC mutated CRC, also identified increased vitamin B2 and iron intakes in men associated with colonic cancers harbouring APC mutations compared with those men with colonic cancer not harbouring APC mutations. These analyses are difficult to compare, notably as Diergaarde and colleagues did not stratify cases by sex or cancer location, which may possibly explain the lack of association between folate intake and APC mutation status in their report. The study by Diergaarde and co-workers did not analyse iron or vitamin B2, and de Vogel and colleagues did not assess meat and fish intakes. Alcohol association with APC mutation status was not observed in the testing by de Vogel and co-workers. Assessed in conjunction, these studies do not corroborate each other as direct comparisons are difficult to make. Further analysis of APC mutation status has been performed in the context of specific meat intakes. In a study of 347 APC wildtype CRC and 184 APC mutated CRC, increased processed meat consumption was linked to an increased prevalence of APC mutated colonic cancers (Lüchtenborg et al., 2005) . Additionally, increased beef consumption was linked to increased frequency of APC wildtype colonic cancers. Rectal cancers without APC mutations were found to be more prevalent amongst those with increased consumption of other meat types, which included horsemeats, lamb and mutton among other products. This detailed analysis of APC mutation status in the context of very specific meat types, with both positive and negative associations having been identified, is yet to be corroborated by similarly detailed meat-type subgroups testing in additional studies. This report does suggest however, that meat classification is important when testing for associations with APC mutations. In this context, these observations partially confirm the increased consumption of general red meat that was observed to be associated with an increased risk of APC mutated CRC in the report by Diergaarde and co-workers. In addition to reports assessing APC mutation status relative to dietary intakes in CRC, a single study has assessed these relationships in colorectal adenomas (Diergaarde et al., 2005) . This analysis of 117 APC wildtype adenomas and 161 APC mutated colorectal adenomas identified a high intake of red meat and fat as associated with increased prevalence of APC wildtype adenomas. These observations are intriguing as identification of increased consumptions of certain red meat types being specifically associated with certain APC wildtype CRC has been described previously (Lüchtenborg et al., 2005) . Taken together, the available data describing APC mutations in CRC in relation to dietary intakes are too few and inconsistent to draw any strong conclusions. However, several analyses have identified certain meat consumptions as linked to either colonic or rectal cancers with a particular APC mutation status. These observations, although not in full agreement, indicate that certain red meat types, determined by both animal origin and preparation method, may affect the prevalence of mutation in APC in CRC. Further assessment of these particular dietary associations are warranted to determine the relationship between APC mutation status and specific red meat consumptions. Based on these somewhat conflicting data, some associations do seem plausible.
Microsatellite instability (MSI) and CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP) in colorectal cancer 2.4.1 MSI and CIMP as genomic instabilities in colorectal cancer
Acquired variation in length of repetitive DNA sequences (microsatellites) can be detected as microsatellite instability (MSI) and is prevalent in approximately 15% of sporadic CRC and in almost all CRC in Lynch/Hereditary Non-Polyposis Colorectal Cancer syndrome (Soreide et al., 2006) . MSI arises as a result of DNA replication errors that produce a change in length of repetitive sequences, which if not repaired (by the DNA mismatch repair (MMR) system), accumulate with increasing frequency (Martin et al., 2010; Soreide et al., 2006) . In sporadic CRC, the most frequent inactivating cause of MMR is the methylation of the MLH1 promoter on one or both alleles (Herman et al., 1998; Wheeler et al., 2000) . The MMR process is responsible for the correction of DNA replication errors which result in small insertions or deletions in the genome; these are especially prevalent at microsatellites due to increased frequency of DNA polymerase slippage at repetitive sequences. In humans, two major components comprise the MMR pathway: MutS (which is present in two heterodimers of MSH2/MSH6 and MSH2/MSH3) and MutL (which is also present in several heterodimer forms:-MLH1/PMS2, MLH1/PMS1 and MLH1/MLH3) (Martin et al., 2010) . Disruption of the formation of the MutS and MutL dimers (by abrogation of the component proteins due to acquired promoter methylation or mutation) leads to a limited or defective MMR pathway, giving rise to genomic instability whereby DNA regions, most frequently repetitive sequences, increase or decrease in length (MSI). Such instability can lead to gene mutations, frequently of frameshift type, which can contribute to cancer progression. CIMP is observed in 30-40% of proximal colonic and 3-12% of distal/rectal cancers (Curtin et al., 2011; Ibrahim et al., 2011) . The exact causes of excessive methylation in DNA regions harbouring high levels of adjacent cytosine and guanine bases (CpG islands) are
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The Molecular Genetic Events in Colorectal Cancer and Diet www.intechopen.com unknown, although some evidence exists which suggest that such an increase in methyl group incorporation at these sites occurs during ageing in normal epithelial cells in the gut, and this is elevated in cancer (Toyota et al., 1999) . Hypermethylation of gene promotors, in addition to or independent of methylation of other local DNA sequences, leads to transcriptional silencing of those genes. Such transcriptional silencing can be considered as one mechanism by which genes can be 'knocked out', in addition to mutation and deletion, in Knudson's model of tumour suppressor gene inactivation (Kondo & Issa, 2004) . In this way, the aberrant methylation of genes can contribute to their inactivation in cancer epigenetically, such that in the absence of inactivating genetic changes tumour suppressor gene activity can be lost, leading to cancer progression.
MSI and dietary associations
MSI in CRC has been assessed in relation to dietary intakes in several reports, many of which did not identify a link between this type of genomic instability in CRC and specific dietary intakes (Chang et al., 2007; de Vogel et al., 2008; Jensen et al., 2008; Schernhammer, Giovannuccci, Fuchs & Ogino, 2008) (Table 2) . However, a limited number of studies have described links between dietary intakes and MSI in colorectal neoplasms. An analysis of 144 microsatellite stable (MSS) and 40 MSI colonic cancers described an increased intake of red meat as associated with increased prevalence of MSS cancers (Diergaarde, Braam, van Muijen, Ligtenberg, Kok & Kampman, 2003) . However, an assessment of 437 MSS and 49 MSI colonic cancers, failed to identify a similar association with red meat and MSS status (Satia et al., 2005) . Additionally, a further report, testing 238 MSS and 35 MSI colonic cancers also failed to identify red meat intake as associated with MSI or MSS status (Wu et al., 2001) . However, in the study performed by Wu and colleagues, heterocyclic amines were found to be associated with increased prevalence of MSI CRC. Heterocyclic amines can be produced during certain high-temperature methods of cooking of meats (Santarelli et al., 2008) . Consequently, it is plausible that cooking method, independent of, or in conjunction with, certain meat types, may be associated with MSI status in CRC, potentially explaining the inconsistent observations between MSI and meat intakes. Alcohol intake has been described as associated with MSI status in CRC. One report, analysing 1337 MSS and 227 MSI CRC identified increased alcohol intake as associated with a higher prevalence of MSS cancers (Poynter et al., 2009 ). Discordantly, a second analysis of 1244 MSS and 266 MSI colonic cancers identified increased alcohol consumption as linked to increased prevalence of MSI cancers (Slattery et al., 2001) . Folate intake has also been assessed relative to MSI status in CRC. Increased levels of plasma folate were associated with MSI cancer prevalence in a report assessing 166 MSS and 24 MSI CRC (Van Guelpen et al., 2010) . However, assessment of dietary intake of folate in studies testing 179 MSS and 16 MSI CRC (Chang et al., 2007) , 572 MSS and 76 MSI CRC (de Vogel et al., 2008) , 111 MSS and 19 MSI CRC (Jensen et al., 2008) and 542 MSS and 127 MSI colonic cancers (Schernhammer, Giovannuccci, Fuchs & Ogino, 2008) all identified no association between folate intake and MSI status in CRC. Presently, the data describing dietary associations and MSI status in CRC are contradictory and difficult to interpret. No strong associations have been identified and corroborated in independent cohorts. The difficulty in identification of plausible dietary constituents which may affect MSI prevalence in CRC may be due to the lack of such a relationship existing. It Table 2 . Summarised description of literature analysing microsatellite instability (MSI) in colorectal neoplasia in relation to dietary intakes with the statistically significant associations described. MSS: microsatellite stability, WT: wildtype, CRC: colorectal cancer, CC: colonic cancer, ↑ and ↓ denote an increase or decrease in consumption respectively.
may also be plausible that such relationships exist and are particularly subtle. Methylation of the MLH1 promoter, leading to gene silencing and subsequent DNA MMR deficiency, occurs in the vast majority, but not all, of MSI CRC (Kuismanen et al., 2000) ; suggesting that other components of the MMR system can be disrupted, such as mutations to the MSH2 or MSH6 genes, and that MSI may develop from a group of distinct initial aberrations in a small proportion of CRC. Furthermore, subsequent instability at microsatellites as a result may depend on other promoting factors. As such, it appears that a series of molecular events takes place leading to the MSI phenotype, which may arise from different epigenetic silencing or mutational events in different cancers. The multiple causes of MSI, and the different associated factors, may explain, at least in part, the lack of consistently identified dietary constituents which have been associated with this type of genomic instability. Alternatively, age-related susceptibility to promoter methylation, including the MLH1 promoter, may be the predominant risk factor for MSI in CRC rather than dietary factors.
CIMP and dietary associations
Studies assessing dietary associations with CIMP in CRC have centred largely on testing intakes of those compounds which may act as methyl group donors, or which function in the biochemical pathways responsible for methylation processes. Vitamin B6 has been described as associated with an increased prevalence of CIMP in CRC in one study assessing 496 CIMP-low/absent and 152 CIMP-high cancers (de Vogel et al., 2008) . However, several other reports, assessing 288 CIMP-low/absent and 87 CIMP-high (Schernhammer et al., 2011) and 824 CIMP-low/absent and 330 CIMP-high (Slattery et al., 2007) colonic cancers failed to identify a similar association. A similar lack of consensus has been observed when assessing vitamin B12. A single study assessing 107 CIMP-low/absent and 44 CIMP-high colonic cancers described an increased serum vitamin B12 concentration as associated with CIMP in this cohort (Mokarram et al., 2008) . Schernhammer and colleagues (Schernhammer et al., 2011 ) and Slattery and co-workers (Slattery et al., 2007) did not identify a similar association in their studies. A report assessing 163 CIMP-low/absent and 27 CIMP-high CRC also identified no association between vitamin B12 intakes and CIMP status (Van Guelpen et al., 2010) . Assessment of folate intake in relation to CIMP status has consistently failed to identify associations between the two in both colorectal and colonic cancer studies (Schernhammer et al., 2011; Slattery et al., 2007; Van Guelpen et al., 2010) .
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A single report, assessing 167 CIMP-low/negative and 17 CIMP-high colonic cancers identified reduced fruit intake as associated with an increased prevalence of CIMP-high colonic cancer (Diergaarde, Braam, van Muijen, Ligtenberg, Kok & Kampman, 2003) . In an independent study, reduced consumption of vitamin A was identified as associated with increased prevalence of CIMP-high CRC (98 CIMP-low/absent CRC and 22 CIMP-high CRC) (Mas et al., 2007) . These observations are yet to be corroborated in other studies. An additional report, assessing 776 CIMP-low/absent and 74 CIMP-high rectal cancers failed to identify fruit intakes as associated with CIMP-high rectal cancer prevalence. Little additional data exists describing vitamin A intakes relative to CIMP status in CRC. A limited number of additional associations have been observed relating CIMP status to certain dietary patterns. One report, assessing broad dietary patterns in addition to specific nutrient and foodstuff intakes identified increased fat-rich dairy products and omega-3 fatty acid consumption as associated with increased frequency of CIMP-high rectal cancers (776 CIMP-low/absent cancers and 74 CIMP-high cancers) . In an additional analysis, using this same patient cohort, long-term liquor/spirit intake was also found to be associated with an increased prevalence of CIMP-high status . Very few studies have assessed alcohol intake in terms of beverage consumed, as such, this observation awaits confirmation in an independent study. Additional data do not exist at present which validate the observed associations between increased consumption of fat-rich dairy products and omega-3 fatty acid with CIMP-high status. There is no dietary intake which has been identified in several cohorts as associated with CIMP-high colorectal neoplasia. This may be due to the variety of methodologies used to assess CIMP status and the different criteria used to define CIMP-high status in these cancers, with no consensus method and definition having been used across studies (see Table  3 ). Furthermore, CIMP itself is the resulting phenotype of precursor genetic and epigenetic aberrations. As such, it may be plausible that this CRC subtype may not be linked to dietary risk factors, but instead diet may be linked to the causative precursor events, such as MLH1 promoter methylation and MSI. Assessment of large study cohorts, in which CIMP-high cancers are categorised by causative lesions or processes, would in part help to understand dietary intakes and causation in the context of this phenotype.
Review limitations
This review has attempted to assess the available data describing the relationship between dietary factors and the molecular genetic events occurring during the development and progression of CRC. Published analyses have been summarised and where consensus between studies exists, this has been highlighted. Although providing a synopsis of the available information, several limitations are inherent in such a general discussion.
No detailed analysis or discussion of the methods of statistical analysis in each report has been provided. The wide range of methodology employed for this purpose across studies makes such a discussion in the present chapter impractical. Opinions on statistical methods vary across reports in terms of adjustment for multiple testing, inclusion of confounding variables in statistical models and the requirement for power calculations. In this context, no discussion or comparison of statistical methods has been attempted; notably, hazard and odds ratios should be further analysed in order to interpret the relative 'strength' of the associations highlighted here. In addition to statistical methods, the methodology of dietary assessment in each individual report has not been discussed. Dietary intakes can be measured in a variety of ways, including person-to-person interview, food frequency questionnaires, food diaries and biomarker assessment. Such an assessment is beyond the scope of this chapter. Outside of this review, several specific reports have been published describing the merits, limits and practicality of some of the available options for dietary assessment (Bingham et al., 1995; Day et al., 2001) . To fully interpret dietary associations identified in different studies, although not discussed herein, an appreciation of dietary assessment methodology, and the relative accuracy of such techniques, should be taken into account. Further to the limits inherent in the compilation of this review, consideration of the nature of assessment of dietary intakes relative to characteristics of colorectal cancers is required. For example, considerably more data exist describing the relationship between mutations in K-RAS and diet than for APC. An 'assessment bias' exists, presumably due to the significantly simpler task of examining hotspot mutation regions of the K-RAS proto-oncogene compared with the longer lengths of sequencing required for mutational assessment of tumour suppressor genes. As a result, the molecular genetic changes which occur during CRC development have not been assessed at equal frequencies. Such 'assessment bias' should be noted when considering such a broad view, as presented in this chapter. This should be particularly considered when trying to interpret the genetic or molecular changes which have been tested in relation to diet in only a small number of studies. It should also be understood that in many reports assessing dietary associations in CRC broad definitions are employed, in order to maintain the practicality and feasibility of studies. For example, often reports describing mutations in BRAF are actually describing mutations only in exons 11 and 15; reports describing p53 mutations are frequently only describing mutational analyses of exons 5-8. Such limited analyses of coding regions is justified, with the significant majority of mutations in these examples being present in the regions described.
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Furthermore, such limitations increase the practicality of these studies, in terms of both financial support and time investments required. Additionally, these limited regions of analyses are frequently selected based on biological evidence. Although justified, the limited extent to which genes are searched for the presence of mutations should be appreciated, and such variability between studies may in part explain inconsistent observations. In conjunction with this, different methods of mutational assessment provide different levels of sensitivity. For example, hotspot mutational assessment has been demonstrated to be more sensitively performed using pyrosequencing compared with dideoxysequencing (Naguib et al., 2010; Ogino et al., 2005) . Such discrepancies between different reports were not discussed in this chapter, but should be considered when making side-by-side comparisons of studies. In addition to the genetic and epigenetic changes giving rise to CRC development and progression described in this chapter, additional events occur during progression of these neoplasms. Furthermore, these events may be associated with dietary intakes, and data exist describing their associations with dietary consumptions; for example, loss of PTEN expression has also been tested for association with dietary intakes in CRC (Naguib, Cooke, Happerfield, Kerr, Gay, Luben, Ball, Mitrou, McTaggart & Arends, 2011) . Studies of genetic and epigentic events beyond those discussed here were omitted due to the current low number of studies assessing their relationship with diet.
Future directions of the field
Next generation sequencing technology now affords the practical and accurate sequencing of entire genomes, with such strategies being employed to assess the genetic changes in several cancer types (Stratton et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, genomewide single nucleotide polymorphism analyses are being employed in a variety of settings. With these tools it is now possible to ask different questions relating diet to cancer. Are certain chemicals in the diet associated with an increased prevalence of any type of base change across the genome? Are transitions or transversions associated with intakes of specific compounds? The prospect of such investigations greatly expand the potential to understand the biochemical implications of certain dietary intakes, and provide an attractive avenue by which the identification of initiating factors in colorectal carcinogenesis might be pursued. At present, a moderate number of studies have attempted to assess what impact, if any, dietary factors may have on CRC and the molecular subtypes of tumours which comprise this disease. With new technologies becoming available which have the power to expand this field of study, the underlying question of the purpose of such analyses should be clarified. Simply identifying dietary links to disease is only of limited use: how can this understanding be employed to reduce cancer-related mortality? It may be unrealistic to expect that if dietary constituents can be shown to be associated with increased prevalence of any particular molecular subtypes of colorectal cancer that these may be eliminated from the diet. The overwhelming evidence describing the strong association between tobacco use and cancer mortality fails to deter a significant number of smokers; although, the identification of such a link has undoubtedly provided individuals with knowledge upon which informed decisions have been made to refrain from tobacco use. Instead, a more 'protective' approach might be endorsed, such that dietary constituents which are found to confer protection against certain types of CRC might be promoted. This may be particularly useful in the attempt to lower the number of diagnoses of the molecular subtypes of CRC which confer a poor prognosis. Some have suggested that excessive administration of dietary advice may prove to be counterproductive: advice should be administered sparsely and where the greatest potential to reduce cancer-related deaths exists. It is in this context that the understanding of diet and the molecular subtypes of CRC has the greatest potential and will provide the greatest impact in the effort to reduce the number of CRC-related deaths.
Conclusions and summary
At present, although data exist describing the association of particular dietary factors with the specific molecular genetic changes in CRC, very few consistently reproducible associations have been described. Several factors may contribute to this, including variations in study methodologies (dietary intake assessment, sequencing strategies), statistical assessment (variation in the statistical power/number of samples, inclusion of different confounding variables in models) and features of study design. Assessment of the presently available data do describe some associations which warrant further study: K-RAS mutation appears to be less frequent in CRC in individuals consuming a high folate diet. Furthermore, APC mutation appears to be associated with meat intakes to some degree, although this exact relationship is unclear. At present, the study of diet in relation to the specific subtypes of CRC is at an exciting stage. Sequencing technology advancements now provide an avenue by which the total genetic composition of CRC, and the specific molecular subtypes, can be assessed. Using such tools, detailed understanding of genomewide events can be correlated with dietary intakes. Such modern approaches, coupled with renewed efforts to improve, validate and employ the most reliable and accurate methods of dietary intake assessment, provide the keys to the success of this field, which will help to provide the sought after end goal of a reduction in the number of CRC-related deaths.
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